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Porphyrinic metal–organic frameworks (PMOFs) are very appealing electrocatalytic materials, in 

part, due to their highly porous backbone, well-defined and dispersed metal active sites, and their 

long-range order. Herein a series of (Co)PCN222 (PCN = porous coordination network) 

(nano)particles with different sizes are successfully prepared by coordination modulation synthesis. 

These particles exhibit stability in 0.1 M HClO4 electrolyte with no obvious particle size nor 

compositional changes observed after being soaked for 3 days in the electrolyte or during 
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electrocatalysis. This long-term stability enables the in-depth investigation into the electrocatalytic 

oxygen reduction, and we further demonstrate that the (Co)PCN222 particle size correlates with 

its catalytic activity. Of the three particle sizes evaluated, (characteristic length scales of 200, 500, 

and 1000 nm), the smallest size demonstrates the highest mass activity while the largest size has 

the highest surface area normalized activity. Together these results highlight the importance of 

determining the structural stability of framework catalysts and provide insights into the important 

roles of particle size, opening new avenues to investigate and improve the electrocatalytic 

performance of this class of framework material. 

 
 
Porphyrinic metal organic frameworks (PMOFs) have been recently studied in the photocatalysis 

of CO2 reduction,[1-4] and as electrocatalysis of CO2 reduction[5-9] and oxygen reduction.[10-13] 

Contrary to the majority of metal-nitrogen-carbon (M-N-C) catalysts derived from pyrolysis of 

nitrogen containing MOFs,[14] PMOF catalysts have well-defined MN4 active sites, which are 

analogous to the well-defined nature of molecular catalysts. Indeed, the transition metal residing 

in the pocket of four nitrogen atoms within the porphyrin is thought to be the active sites for these 

catalysts.[8,13] The 3D architecture of MOFs is considered appealing for catalysis as the porosity 

could potentially facilitate diffusion of reactants throughout the pores and opens the door to the 

utilization of new active site motifs and enhanced catalytic activity.[15-17]  Moreover, the hybrid 

nature of MOFs allows synthetic tunability, leading to MOFs of varying pore sizes and chemical 

environments. These pores provide potentially interesting confined environments for catalysis 

similar to those in enzymes. Such confined environments could potentially boost the catalyst 

performance if the pore structure is properly chosen.[18,19] Despite these appealing characteristics, 

electrocatalysts by nature require the facile movement of electrons (e.g. high electrical 
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conductivity) and limited examples of conductive MOFs are known in the literature.[13,20-22] Indeed, 

the intrinsically low conductivity of most PMOFs makes it challenging to access the majority of 

the active sites during electrocatalysis. Furthermore, compositional or structural solutions to 

enhance the conductivity of MOFs are challenging, however a lot of good electrocatalysts have 

intrinsically low conductivities. Therefore, understanding the role that morphology plays in 

catalysis (e.g. changing the particle size to increase electrochemical accessibility on the electrode 

surface) could give us new pathways to utilizing these unique active site motifs more efficiently. 

Beyond conductivity, the stability of MOFs under oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) relevant 

potentials in acidic media remains a challenge.  Herein, we investigated the stability and catalytic 

activity of different sized porphyrinic MOFs, (Co)PCN222 (porous coordination network of 

Zr6(μ3-OH)8(OH)8(Co-TCPP)2, also known as MOF-545)[23,24] for the ORR in an acidic electrolyte. 

Coordination modulation was applied to prepare (Co)PCN222 with different particle sizes ranging 

from 200 nm to 1000 nm in length. We show the successful integration of a CoN4 active site motif 

((Co)TCPP) into a 3D matrix and illustrate that the catalytic activity of these samples correlates 

with the particle size.  We find that the (Co)PCN222 with the smallest particle size exhibited the 

highest mass activity while the largest size showed the highest surface area normalized activity. 

This work emphasizes the important role that particle size can play in electrocatalysis with MOFs 

that have low conductivities. Furthermore, it highlights Zr-based frameworks as a highly stable 

model system for designing new active site-motifs for the ORR or other electrochemical reactions.  
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Figure 1. a) Synthetic scheme and b) crystal structure for (Co)PCN222 and corresponding 
characterization for as synthesized (Co)PCN222 (nano)particles with a nominal length of 200 nm 
(red), 500 nm (blue), and 1000 nm (green) via c-e) Bright field (BF)-TEM images of 200, 500, 
1000 nm particles; f) PXRD and g,h) High resolution TEM images of 1000 nm particles.  
 

The (Co)PCN222 particles were prepared by adapting the solvothermal synthesis from previous 

works.[24,25] As shown in Figure 1a, acetic acid was used as the coordination modulator. In the 

reaction, acetic acid competes with the porphyrin ligand in coordination with Zr clusters and thus 

slower nucleation and growth of MOF is expected. In general, more coordination modulators lead 

to fewer and larger particles that have higher crystallinity.[26-31] This rationale is confirmed in our 

synthesis, which confirms that more coordination modulator leads to larger particles. Specifically, 

synthesis with 0.70, 0.87 and 1.05 M of acetic acid gave tapered rod-like particles of length-scales 

around 200, 500 and 1000 nm (Figure 1c-e) along the major axis (detailed particle size and size 

distribution is given in Table S1). Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) of the three samples (Figure 
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1f) corresponds well with the simulated patterns from reported PCN222 crystal structure. Note it 

is not trivial to interpret PXRD on these (nano)particles as crystallinity quantification was found 

to be influenced by how the nanoparticle dispersions were dried, e.g., the rotation rate in rotary 

evaporation determines whether the smaller peaks can be observed by PXRD (Figure S3). High 

resolution TEM (HR TEM) further supports the high degree of crystallinity of these particles and 

the 1000 nm particle appears to be largely single-crystalline (Figure 1g, h, Figure S6). A lattice d-

spacing along the arrowed direction in Figure 1h is determined to be 2.07 nm, which is very close 

to the expected d-spacing for (110) planes (2.10 nm, Table S2). These (110) planes are parallel to 

the major axis of the tapered rods. Based on PCN222’s crystal structure (Figure 1b), (110) planes 

are parallel to the open 1D channels in this MOF, indicating the 1D channels also aligns with the 

major axis of these particles. Note that due to the low structure factor for (110) plane (Table S2) 

and the small particle size of our samples, the (110) peak was not observed in our PXRD. 

Consistent with its low structure factor, the diffraction of the (110) planes is too weak to be 

observed in selected area diffraction pattern (SADP) (Figure S7). Although (110) diffraction is 

weak, the (110) planes do show the periodicity of the open pores, which is often prominent in high 

resolution TEM images of crystal structures. From HR TEM both the 200 nm and 500 nm particles 

appear to be poly-crystalline (Figure S4, S5), however it is worth noting that smaller particles 

could be more sensitive to e-beam damage. Additionally, the particles will be damaged when 

trying to obtain an Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS) using a smaller beam focused on 

the particles (Figure S8, S9). Even with the beam damage during the EDS acquisition, EDS  was 

acquired for the 1000 nm sample (Figure S9) to check the elemental composition at different 

locations of a particle. No significant variations were observed in EDS graph between each 
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position. Also, the signal intensity ratios between the Zr and Co are compared to check for any 

inhomogeneity (Figure S9e), which we did not find. 

 

One of the major concerns with using MOFs in any kind of application is the durability of their 

framework structure. Zr-based MOFs are well known for their high structural stability which has 

been attributed to the strong coordination bonds between Zr(IV) and carboxylate groups that hold 

the porous network together. (Fe)PCN-222 MOF has previously shown extraordinary tolerance to 

concentrated HCl and retained bulk crystallinity, as seen by PXRD, even after soaking for 24 h.[24] 

To further examine the extent of stability for (Co)PCN222 particles, we coupled TEM and PXRD 

analysis to characterize the change in particle size and structure as a function of soaking time in 

0.1 M HClO4, a common electrolyte employed in studying catalysts for ORR.[32] The particles 

were soaked in the electrolyte for up to 3 days, and no obvious changes to the particle shape were 

observed by TEM (Figure 2a, b, e, f). Furthermore, PXRD (Figure 2d, h) shows that the 

crystallinity of both the 200 nm and 1000 nm particles is also retained after the acid soak. 

Quantitative analysis of particle size, averaging over 100 particles (Figure S10-15),[33,34] however, 

indicates that while there are no bulk changes, the soaking did impact the particle size slightly. For 

the 200 nm particles, both the major axis (length) and the minor axis (width) of the tapered rods 

increased by approximately 20% after being soaked in the electrolyte for one day, with their length 

increasing from 217 ± 50 nm to 258 ± 40 nm and their width from 73 ± 16 nm to 90 ± 14 nm. 

These dimensions remained similar after two additional days of soaking: 251 ± 41 nm and 88 ± 13 

nm, respectively. However, for the 1000 nm particles, the length decreased ~ 6 % after day one, 

and ~ 8 % overall after three days while the width increased by ~ 14 % during the three days of 

soaking. Increased dimensions due to soaking could result from pore expansion induced by water 
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and/or ClO4
- absorption[35] while the size decrease could be attributed to dissolution of the MOF 

structure. As shown in Figure 1g, the 1000 nm sample is nearly single-crystalline and the open 

channels align with the major axis, this could influence the ion intercalation. Interestingly, 

morphological changes at the tips are more pronounced than within the main body of the tapered 

rods. This is revealed by the decrease in length and rounded tips observed by TEM imaging (Figure 

S10-15). These tip-specific changes could be attributed to the geometry of tapered rod-like 

structure exposing the tip edges to a larger volume of  acidic electrolyte and/or faster electrolyte 

diffusion into the open channels of the 1D MOF channels, which are aligned to have openings at 

the tips. BET was further used to examine the change in posorsity during the soak experiment. The 

200 nm sample was investigated and gave an almost identical surface area and pore size 

distribution (Figure S16) after 3 days’ soak in 0.1 M HClO4, further demonstrating the 

framework’s stability in acid.  

 

Figure 2. BF-TEM images for 200, 1000 nm (Co)PCN222 after being soaked in 0.1 M HClO4 for 

1 day (a and e, respectively) and 3 days (b and f, respectively).  c, g) Particle size measured from 

TEM images based on the particle length (L, left) and width (W, right) and d,h) PXRD for as 
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synthesized 200 and 1000 nm (Co)PCN222 as a function of time during soaking. PXRD was 

collected on (Co)PCN222 samples mixed with Vulcan carbon.   

  

While these morphological changes are notable, the overall stability of the (Co)PCN222 in 0.1M 

HClO4 electrolyte is evident, allowing for the samples to be further evaluated for their catalytic 

activity for the ORR.  Due to their large particle size and low conductivity, for electrochemical 

studies, the PNC222 particles were dispersed in a high weight (90 w/w%) percent of conductive 

Vulcan carbon support, using Nafion as a binder. This reflects a modified version of conventional 

electrode preparations commonly used for Pt catalysts in acid, employing a higher carbon content 

in our particular case in order to facilitate electron transport in catalysts with low conductivities.[36]  
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Figure 3. Electrochemical selectivity and stability evaluation of 200 nm (Co)PCN222 particles 

(red) compared to (Co)TCPP (grey). a) Cyclic voltammograms (third cycle, 20 mV s-1) in and 

RRDE configuration (Pt ring,) showing disk current, ring current (normalized by the collection 

efficiency (~ 4x)), and subsequent H2O2 selectivity (top) with b) corresponding BF-TEM images 

for the 200 nm (Co)PCN222 particles after voltammetry, the smaller particles are Vulcan carbon. 

Voltammetry current has been corrected by the catalyst’s current in N2 saturated electrolyte. 

Longer-term stability evaluation at c) 1h polarization at 0.43 V vs RHE and d) corresponding BF-

TEM images of the 200 nm (Co)PCN222 after 1 h of the applied potential, the smaller particles 

are Vulcan carbon. Co and Zr dissolution during electrochemistry was evaluated by quantifying 

the amount of Co and Zr remaining at the end of the measurement (ICP-OES) and is noted as % 

Co or Zr lost. All measurements performed on GC disk electrodes in O2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4 

electrolyte at a rotation of 1600 rpm.  

 

The initial electrochemical stability and selectivity of the 200 nm (Co)PCN222 particles is 

summarized in Figure 3a and b.  The 200 nm (Co)PCN222 sample onsets (0.1 mA cmgeo
-2) for the 

ORR at 0.64 ± 0.01 V vs RHE.  This current can be attributed to both 4 e- and 2 e- process based 

on the full or partial reduction of O2 to H2O or H2O2, respectively.  The H2O2 production, as 

measured by a rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) appears to onset almost simultaneously with 4 

e- reduction and the catalyst has a maximum H2O2 selectivity of 37.5%, while exhibiting a limiting 

current of 2.25 mA cm-2. This low limiting current is likely due to the low loading of active 

materials relative to the geometric surface area of the electrode, due to the need for substantial 

amounts of Vulcan carbon. This complicates a direct comparison of the activity of these 

(Co)PCN222 particles to other systems, and as such any comparisons should be done with care, 
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focusing on the activity normalized by Co loading or surface area in the current regime that is 

dominated by the catalyst kinetics. Using ICP-OES analysis to determine the amount of Co and Zr 

remaining on the electrode after catalysis we see that the catalysts lose ~ 10 % Co and 8 % Zr 

during electrochemical cycling (e.g. 3 cycles in an O2 saturated electrolyte and 4 cycles in a N2 

saturated electrolyte). The proportional loss of Co and Zr suggests that the mechanism for 

degradation is either the loss of a very small number of particles or degradation of the particle 

edges.  Post-catalysis TEM (Figure 3b) shows almost unchanged particle size and morphology. 

This unchanged size supports the mechanism for degradation as the loss of particles from the 

Vulcan carbon, however more quantitative TEM would be needed to ascertain changes to the 

particle edges. 

 

To further evaluate the longer-term stability during the ORR, the 200 nm (Co)PCN222 particles 

were polarized at 0.43 V vs RHE for 1 h (Figure 3c). As can be seen in Figure 3c, the current 

density dropped quickly from -1.18 mA cm-2 to -0.8 mA cm-2 and within 3 min the catalyst has 

lost ~ 30 % of its activity. After the initial current loss, the current density largely stabilizes ending 

at -0.6 mA cm-2 after an hour of testing. ICP-OES studies of the electrodes after this hour-long 

evaluation reveal that the samples only lost ~ 10 % and 8 % of Zr and Co, respectively. This is 

approximately the same amount lost during the voltammetry stability tests and could indicate that 

for these samples, regardless of electrochemical analysis, there is an initial fast detachment of 

particles that are not well adhered to the conductive carbon support.  Furthermore, the TEM (Figure 

3d) exhibits almost unchanged particle size and morphology after 1 h. The lack in material 

degradation with ~ 50 % current loss could indicate that there is some sort of active-site specific 

deactivation or that the lost ~ 10 % Co sites contribute ~ 50 % of the reduction current and not all 
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the particles on the electrode have the same accessibility for ORR .  Alternatively, the (Co)TCPP 

control lost ~ 45 % of its current with ~ 35 % loss in Co over 1 h of testing. This could indicate an 

electrocatalytic degradation mechanism that is a mix between porphyrin detachment from the 

electrode[37] and CoN4 active site deactivation. Furthermore, it is likely that the (Co)TCPP have 

different accessibility for ORR than the (Co)PCN222 particles. It is interesting to note that under 

these conditions the Zr-coordinated networks did moderately enhance the chemical or mechanical 

stability of the (Co)TCPP within this system. Overall these results demonstrate the promising 

structural stability of (Co)PCN222 in this working environment and motivate further study of 

electrochemical degradation pathways.  

 

In order to probe the role that particle size plays on the activity of (Co)PCN222, three samples 

with particle sizes of 200 nm, 500 nm, and 1000 nm were compared using cyclic voltammetry 

(Figure 4a).  Because the high loading of conductive support (90 w/w% Vulcan), low catalyst 

distribution, and differences in catalyst surface area complicate a conventional evaluation of 

current density normalized by the geometric surface area of the electrode, the current density was 

normalized by the total Co content on the surface of the electrode. After this normalization, all of 

the particle sizes exhibit a similar ORR onset (0.1 mA cm-2), suggesting that the same CoN4 active 

site motif is maintained across all particle sizes. Notably, this common onset potential for the 

different particles is > 50 mV more negative than that of the control (Co)TCPP sample. This 

difference in performance between the (Co)TCCP and (Co)PCN222 is likely due to the large 

differences in electrochemically available Co-sites that stem from comparing a molecular catalyst 

(that is essentially embedded into the Vulcan carbon) to particles with large dimensions on the 
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order of ~ 100-1000 nm. For the purpose of our particle size comparison, we evaluated the activity 

as a function of total Co and total catalyst surface area (see Figure S17 for calculation).    

 

Figure 4. Electrochemical performance evaluation of 200, 500, 1000 nm (Co)PCN222 particles 

using cyclic voltammetry (third cycle, 20 mV s-1, 1600 rpm, O2 saturated  0.1 M HClO4) with the 

a) full voltammogram normalized by total Co content and the current of reverse sweep at 0.43 V 

vs RHE normalized by  b) Co content and c) total particle surface area (see SI calculations Figure 

S17) and d) total ICP-OES results for post-catalysis samples after cycling in nitrogen and oxygen 

(4 and 3 cycles, respectively).  All data has been corrected by the catalyst’s current in N2 saturated 

electrolyte (Figure S18).    

 

As seen in Figure 4b, when normalized by total Co content (ICP-OES), the smaller particle sizes 

demonstrate higher ORR activity and the current densities at 0.43 V vs RHE trend as follows for 
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200 nm, 500 nm, and 1000 nm:  -0.043 ± 0.004, -0.036 ± 0.005, and -0.022 ± 0.003 mA nmol Co-

1 (See Table S3).  We hypothesize that these performance differences originate from the 

intrinsically low conductivities of the catalysts being tested. This is amplified by the fact that this 

Co normalization assumes that all the CoN4 sites are active. However, due to their intrinsically 

low conductivity, it is likely that only the surface layers that are in good contact with conductive 

carbon will have access to electrons that catalyze the reaction. Therefore, because the smaller 

particles have a higher specific surface area and likely a greater fraction of CoN4 on the surface, 

the 200 nm particles outperform the 1000 nm particles because more of the Co-sites are 

participating in the ORR.  To evaluate the activity of the CoN4 sites only on the surface of the 

particle, we normalized by the total particle surface area (Equation 1).  Generally, electrochemical 

double layer capacitance (EDLC) measurements are performed to normalize by catalyst surface 

area, however this was not possible due to the high Vulcan carbon content (Figure S18). Therefore, 

the approximate (Co)PCN222 particle surface area (SA) in this case is a mathematical 

approximation of the total catalyst surface area based on Co content (ICP-OES), crystal structure 

information, and particle size and geometry (Figure S17).   

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡 (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 𝑐𝑐𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
−2 ) = 𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑝 

𝑆𝑆𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 (𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴)𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃222 𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 
                 (1) 

Comparing the current density normalized by (Co)PCN222 surface area (Figure 4c), we see slight 

differences between each particle size with the 1000 nm samples exhibiting the highest 

performance. This could indicate that the 1000 nm particles have an intrinsically higher surface 

activity than the smaller particles.  However, a main assumption in this activity normalization (by 

particle surface area, Equation 1) is that every Co-site on the outer surface is active. Similar to the 

normalization by total Co content in Figure 4b, this is still likely an over estimation. Therefore, 

differences in performance could also indicate differences in contact between the (Co)PCN222 
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particles and the carbon support could be due to differences in particle aggregation. This further 

highlights the importance of understanding the morphology of the of electrochemical surface in in 

order to compare the activity of complicated catalysts. SEM on the electrodes made with 200 nm 

and 1000 nm samples shows that 1000 nm particles distribute homogenously in Vulcan carbon 

while there is evidence for aggregation in the 200 nm sample (Figure S19). It is likely that this 

particle aggregation and change in the morphology of the active surface leads to less accessible 

(Co)PCN222 surface areas and therefore lower ORR performance. For future studies interested in 

evaluating enhanced activity via confinement it will be necessary to develop advanced active-site 

normalization and detection techniques.  

 

Post-catalysis characterizations of all particles were done using via ICP-OES analysis to examine 

the (Co)PCN222 particles’ stability in 0.1M HClO4 electrolyte under reductive potentials. After 

three cycles of CV, of the three particle sizes, the 1000 nm sample exhibited the best nominal 

stability. However, even for the least stable 200 nm sample, ≥ 90 % Co and 92 % Zr remained, 

reflecting good stability of (Co)PCN222 under reductive potentials. Among the three samples 

investigated, the 200 nm sample had the highest mass normalized current density while remaining 

stable. Based on these conclusions, future work on 3D frameworks should focus on designing easy-

to-synthesize, stable, and small particles when pursing electrocatalysts with low conductivities. 

 

In summary, we demonstrated that the (Co)PCN222 (nano)particles prepared by coordination 

modulation exhibit activity and stability for the oxygen reduction reaction in acid, opening new 

opportunities to investigate and improve the electrocatalytic performance of this class of 

framework material. The ORR activity of these particles is found to correlate with particle size. 
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The smallest particles (200 nm) we tested exhibited the highest oxygen reduction current per Co 

atom in ORR, likely due to the higher specific surface area, however they also exhibited the lowest 

current per total particle surface area. Our work shows that the particle size and the morphology 

of the electrochemically active surface (e.g. from aggregation of particles) can play important roles 

in determining the catalytic performances for catalysts with low conductivities and provides 

fundamental guidance on using framework materials broadly in electrocatalysis. 
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Zirconium porphyrinic metal-organic framework (Co)PCN222 (nano)particles show good stability 
and activity in catalyzing oxygen reduction reaction in acidic HClO4 electrolyte. These particles 
exhibit enhanced mass activity within smaller particles whereas higher catalyst surface area 
normalized activity within larger particles. 
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